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New Devices to Ensure Personal Safety and Freedoms Become Available to the Everyday
Consumer

Video and audio recording equipment that can fit easily and inconspicuously inside the automobile, home
or office can make a tremendous difference in the fight to prove your innocence.

Jan. 20, 2009 - PRLog -- Stories abound of people involved in situations like a car accident, being stopped
by the police or confrontations with enraged drivers. Aside from the initial shock of these events the
frustration that occurs because there are no witnesses to the injustice of it all leaves a person wishing they
had something that could prove their innocence.

During such occasions it is not always convenient or prudent to whip out the video camera and try to record
what’s going on.  The road rage maniac isn’t going to like it and it will most likely inspire an even angrier
response. The police officer will certainly take it as an affront to his authority even though it is your "right"
to record, the officer will most likely try to confiscate the camera while you get to take a trip "down town".

The solution is actually simple, practical and doesn’t’ involve having a second car follow you around all the
time or taking years of martial arts classes. Its spy equipment (http://spybase.com/) or more precisely,
personal security and surveillance devices for protection of person, property and Constitutional rights. A
picture is worth a thousand words but quality video recordings of the situation can be of immense value not
just monetarily but for personal freedoms.  The people at SpyBase BRD Security Product Inc. say it the
best:

You have the right to know because what you don’t know can hurt you."

Along these lines is the need for everyday citizens to become increasingly aware that to document serious
offenses while on the open road or inside your home or office is the only true protection against future harm
and litigation. Video and audio recording equipment that can fit easily and inconspicuously inside the
automobile, home or office can make a tremendous difference in the fight to prove your innocence.

SpyBase, (www.spybase.com), located in Torrance, California, has been in the surveillance and personal
protection business since 1989 and offers a wide range of equipment and surveillance gear for the every
occasion and use. Everything from video recorders, cameras, mini transmitters, hidden cameras, tasers,
telephone security devices and so much more is available at competitive prices.

One such device for the car is the Automated Driving Surveillance Recorder with GPS system. This
personal video recording camera is designed with an Automatic G-Sensor that records 10 seconds before an
accident and 30 seconds after the event.  Its internal 3D sensor can detect speed, breaking, acceleration and
impact.

This is the only video car camera that has a built – in GPS location logger that provides complete
surveillance records that import right into Google Earth.  The playback can be done on any PC and allows
the user to view the video simultaneously with the GPS data. The video equipment gives pertinent
information regarding date, time and the location of the vehicle. The Automated Driving Surveillance
Recorder equipped gps vehicle tracking surveillance (
http://www.spybase.com/gps-vehicle-hostage-tracking-perso...) has the ability to record video while still
driving or if the car is stationary. Even without an accident the owners can manually switch on the device to
record events outside the vehicle just by pushing the emergency button.
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With over 6,420,000 automobile accidents in the United States last year alone as well as an untold number
of cases of people being illegally stopped by the cops or just being hassled while driving, it makes sense to
have video surveillance equipment (http://www.spybase.com/hidden-spy-cameras-digital-rec-wir...) that
can record events giving citizens the ability to expose the truth, protect their rights and prevent unfair
lawsuits and insurance claims.

Spybase.com can be accessed on line or you can call them direct at 310-316-1586 and you won’t even need
to use a secure line, although it’s always a good idea.
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